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About This Game

Birds + cupcakes = Birdcakes!!!

Step into a world of state-of-the-art cupcake-and-bird weaponry! After a picnic went horribly wrong, Pancake the Cupcake
desperately tries to fend off hungry flies away from his girlfriend Cherry! Featuring colorful 2D art; tight shooting controls; and

fluid aerial movement mechanics; you’ll be set for a wacky, zero-calorie romp through the kitchen and beyond.

Fly through 6 fly-infested worlds and destroy them with Pancake’s powerful candy bullets. This will be no walk in the park
however! Die once, and it’s all the way back to the beginning; so make sure to buy power-ups from the bakery store and get

ready to save the (cupcake) world!

Features

Single Player game.

Featuring 2 playing modes: Story & Infinite.

No saving! You can keep the powerups though.

Fast-paced levels with tight flight controls.
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Compete in online leaderboards for the highest scores.

Frequently Asked Questions:

Q: Okay... So, what do I get?
A: Some flying cupcakes shooting against some nasty flies!

Q: Flying cupcakes? So... half bird and half cupcake? How did that happen?
A: Imagine American Pie, but made by bird people or something.

Q: Interesting... How do I play it?
A: You ‘ptooey!’ the heck outta the flies with candy bullets.

Q: How’s the random part of the game work?
A: The levels generate randomly to make the layouts different everytime.

Q: Will I be able to conquer my crush after playing this game?
A: Shucks, you can do that with Mr. Massagy. But if this game does something, we’ll take full credit!

Q: Which controllers does the game support?
A: Steam controller, Dualshock 4 and Xbox Controller... you pick your poison!

Q: Who came up with the idea for this game?
A: ... … Desperation probably...

Q: What would “Birdcakes” taste like?
A: Heck if I know, who asks things like this??
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Green Lava Studios
Publisher:
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TLDR: If you enjoy Lovecraft's actual works, of humanity being made to feel tiny, unimportant, and wholly out of your depth,
then I'd suggest picking this up.

Some people might argue that the length of a game is all that matters. Hell, I've seen it dozens of times that any game that is
even fairly short isn't worth so much as a second glance. It's a silly notion, though perhaps I can at least understand where it
comes from when it comes to games that you pay twenty dollars, thirty dollars, or more on.

In regards to Euchlidean however, I can safely say that for the asking price, it is most certainly worth your time if you are
interested in a truly 'Lovecraftian' experience.

Is it perhaps a bit shorter than I would have liked? Oh, no doubt, as I personally played through it in a single sitting over the
course of perhaps a couple of hours. But never in all of my life have I played a game that has so effectively and minimally
thrown me into a truly alien environment, where hope is clearly beyond me, where nothing is truly malicious, but incredibly
dangerous for my bodily health. This game is the first in all my years of playing games, to actually make me feel as if I was in
the presence of something I simply didn't understand, something that I couldn't understand, that could kill me little more than a
glance, but doesn't simply because I am beneath its notice.. As a person who knows Lovecraft's stories well, this game is
enormously appealing if only for the constant and clever references to the literature. I'm glad I invested in this product and was
able to see it as it developed and changed. Kudos to the developers who seem to me to have put an enormous amount of effort
into this product. I really wish you guys great success with this amusing tribute to a problematic writer.. The mission is quick
and stupid, the new building is worthless.. this is really good small game, take around 4hours max and use something i dont have
seen in many other games but get on sale, it wil almost cost nothing there, high recommend trying it. Totally recommend this
game. Hands down the best Indie-Horror I have played. Love how it starts out so innocent but messes with your mind the next
moment. The only downside is how quick the dark bubbles reappear. I would like them to remain popped a little longer.. I think
this game is great. Ive been playing for about 2 hours. Its like rimworld meets minecraft-survival meets prison architect. If you
like rimworld (as i do with over 1000 hours gameplay) with the element to control your created character (multiple races as elf,
orc, mummie etc.) you really should try it! The world generates different from one game from the other. The starting area or
little bunker, i should call it, is the same though. I really could see multiplayer in the game, both co-op, pvp or pve. I will follow
this games development!
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ing game. you create this game to cheer your father dead?. Really should have multiplayer also there are some glitches with the
time trials, would only reccomend if free. I can\u2019t deny that there is some sort of weird b movie charm with Angry VS
Android, but at the end of the day it\u2019s a very basic, asset ridden mess.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=Iw8DGqEUV70

Angry VS Android is an FPS which tasks you as a robot (I think) named \u201cAngry\u201d and you need to shoot all the
androids. I feel like I just wrote one of those terrible game descriptions I see incredibly often.

The weird part about this game is that it seems to be available for free online in the form of a Unity web client. I managed to
find a working version at this link developed by who I think is the same guy.

http:\/\/apps.id.net\/manif_s_angry_vs_android

It\u2019s so weird though because the web version has a much higher quality main menu and what seems to be better English
translation. The web version has different font that doesn\u2019t look disgustingly pixelated and the options on the main menu
make more sense.

I have no idea how this version of Angry VS Android came to Steam because it looks and feels like it\u2019s at least two
versions out of date. At least it runs better on my PC than through my web client while playing the game though.

The gameplay is extremely basic to the point that I simply got bored and started watching the enemies get stuck in fences. The
weapons have no kick or feedback when firing and the androids simply drop after a few shots. They have pinpoint accuracy
though and will often shoot you from angles where they shouldn\u2019t even be able to see you.

The pathfinding is atrocious. I\u2019m pretty sure every single enemy had issues getting stuck or floating above objects during
my brief playtime. I had enemies constantly stuck on walls, fences, objects and at least two of them were literally floating in the
air above me.

Many of the objects in the game are Unity assets, including the primary enemies. They just used those Unity robots I\u2019ve
seen in at least seven games but stripped the textures off and made them poo brown coloured for some reason.

The textures in general look awful. This is either because they were free or grabbed from random places online, or because the
developer\u2019s computer couldn\u2019t handle anything more advanced. If you want evidence of this watch the Steam trailer
and see their framerate jog at 14 FPS.

I don\u2019t think this game is the worst thing I\u2019ve ever played to be honest. The music is so corny and awful that I dig it.
Some of the NPCs in the game look and sound extremely goofy which made me laugh. I even think the developer actually tried
to make a real game here. It\u2019s still not a good game, but it has this weird tone that almost reminds me of a no-budget sci-fi
movie from the late 80s when everyone and their grandma had a video camera in the house.

I wish I knew why the game seems to be a pixelated mess when the web version looks so much better. It\u2019s a very weird
case that I\u2019ve never seen before.

I can\u2019t recommend this game, but it\u2019s not so atrocious that I downright despise it. It\u2019s the video game
equivalent of a kid trying to make the best with Mega Bloks when all he wants is Lego. It just feels wrong.

If you found this review helpful, follow my curator page to see everything I cover. 
http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/29029552\/. *dies 12,654 times on Test Chamber 1-10*
*sees that there are 3 more sets of test chambers after that*
*cries*

Sweet merciful Lord...this game is the platformer equivalent of Octodad. A very interesting mechanic, with an intentionally
frustrating control scheme...and it is punishingly difficult.
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With your left thumbstick, and your A and X buttons (360 controller), you control a platformer character, jumping around
through various tricky obstacles. Nothing too new here.
What makes Pivot Pilot different is that you also control a mechanical arm with the right thumbstick, the bumpers, and the
triggers. You use this to help move your character around, and to touch the goalpost at the end of each level. The bulb on the
end is extremely fragile, though...so if you touch anything else it shatters, and you lose.

Sometimes you can't see both of your people on the screen at the same time.
Sometimes you don't have time to "tread carefully" with the complicated arm movements.
But you always have to be very, very precise, or you will die.
And you will die. A lot.

It's just about the perfect blend between being a puzzle platformer and being a rage platformer. Pick it up if you like that sort of
thing. But avoid it if you have high blood pressure.. First off, Monumental Failure is well made, and is pretty enjoyable if youre
playing it as a local couch game.

Thing is, its really only fun for the first couple of times you play it. Honestly for its price and amount of content, its more of a
gimmick than a worthwhile purchase. If you're playing locally with friends you may get a couple of laughs out of this, but it isnt
something you'll be playing over and over again. It simply just runs out of novelty after you complete the majority of the levels.

Maybe ill recommend this game when it somehow gains more content, but for its current price of $12 NZD (~$8 USD, I think?)
it really aint worth it when it has hardly any replayability. Wait for a sale or something to buy this, or until they introduce more
content.. I am not usually this harsh but this game is not even worth $.50.

Graphics = bad.
No directions on what to do.
Lots of glitches.
No warning about the Rake or whatever it is.
Death comes suddenly.
Just boring overall.

Not worth your time unless you really are desperate for these kinds of games.....whatever they are suppose to be.. nice casual
-clueless, should add tooltip or overlay hint etc. Nifty and short VR game / experience. Not difficult to play. Good if you
recently got a Vive or other headset, or you are looking for something free and quick to play.. Slumlord Simulator is one of
those "lever" pulling games where you're tasked with balancing the consequences of your actions in regards to various variables.
As with other games in this genre, the lever pulling and variables have to match the fiction in the players' mind in order to create
a truly immersive experience. And in this regards, Slumlord Simulator feels quite uninspired.. Its not a bad game and its nice
that you're able to play to youtube but this game lacks depth and variety. With only 2 game modes there isnt any replay value.
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